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What Is A Poll Tax?



Agenda for Today’s Talk

I. Why poll taxes? Why revisit poll taxes? Why compare them?
II. Four 20th century poll taxes 
III. Tax weapon mechanics

A. Claim 1: Poll taxes as tax weapons
B. Claim 2: Targeting within universal statutory language
C. Claim 3: Targeting as more effective when universal

IV. Disarming tax weapons



Why poll taxes?
• Have a legacy of racial targeting
• Are nominally universal
• Are often used as a baseline for measuring other taxes

Why revisit?
• Often studied by nontax scholars, but thin account within 

tax
• Often referred to as a hypothetical

Why comparative?
• To make broader claims about poll taxes
• To make broader claims about tax policy

Why these four taxes?
• 20th Century; can read original text; key variations 



A Poll Tax 
in Texas 
• 1902
• Men, aged 21 to 60, 

resident in Texas on 
January 1 of the year

• Exemptions for ”the 
insane,” the blind, 
disabled veterans

• Rate same across the 
state 

• 66% revenue for 
school, rest to general 
fund 

• Nonpayment prevents 
voting



A Poll Tax in 
California 

• 1921
• “Alien” men, ages 21 

to 59
• Exemptions for 

“paupers, idiots, and 
insane persons”

• Rate same across the 
state

• All revenue to county 
school fund

• Taxpayers could not 
vote



A Poll Tax in California



A Poll Tax 
in Kenya
• 1934
• All men over 16 years 

of age who are 
“native of Africa not 
of European or Asiatic 
extraction, and 
includes Swahili”

• Rate varied by region 
within the colony

• Exemption for 
disability and by 
discretion of governor

• Taxpayers could not 
vote



A Poll Tax 
in Scotland 

• 1989
• All individuals over 18 
for any day in which the 
sole or main residence 
of the individual is 
within the area of the 
charging authority
• Exemptions for 
visiting forces, severely 
mentally impaired, 
other categories…
• Taxpayers could vote





Claim 1 

Poll taxes illustrate the use of tax policy as a 
weapon against political rivals

• A “tax weapon” is the use of tax policy to harm a political adversary;

• The harm of a tax weapon is determined by the extent to which: (1) there is a coercive 
resource extraction that exceeds what otherwise similarly situated taxpayers would 
remit but for their membership in the constituency; or (2) there is a coercive resource 
extraction in a setting where the taxpaying constituency did not have political voice in 
shaping the fiscal system

• Not all taxes are inherently weapons, and not all tax weapons are exclusively weapons



Claim 2 

Poll taxes illustrate the use of nominally 
universalist tax policy to target political rivals 

• Reliance on racial proxies for determining tax liability

• Reliance on tax localization to target discriminately

• Strategic disfunction enabling targeted enforcement













Claim 3 

Poll taxes illustrate how nominally 
universalist tax policy can be more effective at 
racial targeting than facially neutral tax laws
• Easier to deny is targeting in public messaging

• More resilient against legal challenge
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